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Abstract

This paper describes the Software Process Configuration (SPC) and the work surrounding its creation. The SPC is a program that uses domain expert knowledge on software processes to provide tools and information to non-experts who would like help managing a software project. The SPC uses dialog based guidance to gather user input on a software development scenario. The tools and information provided to the user at the end is gathered using a heuristic embedded in the dialog. The SPC is still a proof of concept implementation and can be customized to any decision making scenario.
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Introduction

One can describe a software development process differently in the different contexts they are used. It may involve a methodology, the stakeholders, and the technology necessary to execute it, or it may only involve a document outlining the procedure, the knowledge necessary for the process and its results. Generally, a software development process catering to both the business end and the development end includes a lifecycle process for both business and technological issues, concepts, models, rules, deliverables, guidelines for project management, and identification of organizational roles (Hull, Taylor, Hanah & Millar, 2002).

Numerous software development processes exist that cater to different software development environments. Each development process has a different structure and discipline attributed to it. In many cases, the exact implementation details of the process are vague and left up to the project leaders or software developers to decide what is appropriate. The varying applications of software makes determining the most appropriate development process for a specific software project difficult. Process engineers and project managers in charge of developing software who face this dilemma cannot decide which development methodology is most suited for their project (G. Pollice, personal communication, 2011).

In order to completely understand the different development processes, and have the knowledge to pick the appropriate method, one would need software process engineering expertise. Employing decision-making software, or a decision support system (DSS), enables information transfer from a process expert to those without expert knowledge. These systems aid users in making decisions and solving problems by utilizing computer communications, data, documents, knowledge, and models (Power & Sharda, 2009). Such decision software can provide key process guidance when supplemented with information by a development expert. Software development specialists would have the
knowledge base and access to resources necessary to recommend a development process for different project scenarios.

Process experts in the software development domain could break down the problem of finding the appropriate development methodology into a set of smaller decisions or questions. In this scenario, process engineers with such a tool can eliminate the time needed to research and understand the numerous processes available, and focus on the smaller questions devised by experts. These questions would then lead to a strategic decision on what development methodology and resources would be necessary for a particular scenario. Due to the phased nature of most development processes, experts can divide the process into disciplines separate disciplines like requirements engineering, design and implementation, testing, and release. Through this breakdown, a dialog, a set of relevant information, and helpful tools can be compiled by experts to create a DSS capable of guiding the choice of a software development process.

Our goal for this project is to create a system that allows software development experts to provide necessary tools and information to help those less proficient in choosing and implementing a software development process. We call this system the Software Process Configurator (SPC). Our objectives for the SPC include creating:

- a framework for a “smart” dialog
- a database to hold information and tools relevant to software development processes
- an input method for creating a dialog
- a user interface for the SPC

To achieve our objective we researched software development processes, DSS’s, and gathered information from Professor Gary Pollice, who is an expert in software development. Using the information collected from research, we developed a dialog based guidance software application that provides advice on selecting software processes, practices and tools appropriate for a variety of
software projects. Using the SPC we were able to input dialog provided by Professor Pollice to construct a decision making model that chooses between several software development processes. The SPC is a proof of concept, showing that decision making software can be applied to assist during complex decisions in the context of software development.
Background

This background focuses on select software development processes, and decision support systems. This research helped us formulate the requirements necessary for developing decision making software capable of choosing between software development processes.

Software Development Processes

The history of software development began when software professionals defined software engineering. The world saw the need for software in modern society as it helped provide more efficient solutions to problems present in anything from business to medicine (Kruchten, 1998). This need caused professionals to coin the term software engineering when the first international conference on this topic was held in October 1968. The discipline has come a long way since then, and is now defined by the IEEE Computer Society as:

“(1) The application of a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable approach to the development, operation, and maintenance of software; that is, the application of engineering to software. (2) The study of approaches as in (1).” (IEEE, 2004, p.1)

Along with the definition of software engineering came the necessity for structure in software development. This resulted in the software development life cycle (SDLC) that provides a set of stages for software development. According to the IEEE, in software engineering, five of eleven main knowledge areas include the different phases of the SDLC. The SDLC typically consists of the following phases: requirements engineering, design and implementation, testing, release, and maintenance (Petersen, Wohlin, & Baca, 2009). Although every process performs each of those phases differently, different processes emphasize different activities in the cycle. Some provide detailed instructions for every stage in the SDLC, while others focus on key areas deemed the most important by the process creators.
This section describes the software development process, and its role to set a standard and a basis for comparison between different processes. We describe the SDLC, and how it pertains to existing software processes. We also address the dilemma of choosing between development processes. This emphasizes a project manager’s need for help from domain experts. Finally, we address the existing software development process and how they are enforced.

**What is a software development process?**

When defining a software development process, the fundamental concepts behind a process must first be defined. One definition states that process consists of who does what, when and how (Fayad, 1997). Meanwhile, the Merriam-Webster Collegiate Dictionary describes it as “a series of actions or operations conducing to an end”. Another Webster definition states that a process usually involves a collection of sets or operations (Merriam-Webster, 2012). In the article *Process Diversity in Software Development*, Lindvall and Rus (2000) argue that the definition of a process depends on its end goal. When the different definitions are consolidated, a process can be loosely defined as a set of predetermined steps for all those involved, towards a particular goal. In the case of using processes in industry, the end goal usually determines the steps taken in the process depending on scope and organizational level. Moreover, a process should provide guidance for dividing tasks, coordinating tasks, and communication among all those involved (Lindvall & Rus, 2000).

When applied to software development, a process must provide an operating procedure for everyone involved in a software project. This structured approach is designed to promote a common vision and increase productivity by guiding a project through the stages of the software life cycle. One can describe software development as consisting of methods, the activities performed by software engineers, such as use case diagrams, state transition diagrams, etc. When we consider these methods together we refer to them as a methodology (Hull, Taylor, Hanna, & Miller, 2002). So, a software
development process is a guide for software projects and all of the roles involved in the project through the software development life cycle.

The SDLC provides a general structure for any software development, and has especially proven useful in the shaping of the different development methods existent today. We now look at the common phases of all SDLCs.

**Requirements Engineering**

This phase involves defining what a software or system must do, its characteristics and the constraints under which it should operate (Kotonya & Sommerville, 1998). The development team first identifies the users, the customers and other stakeholders of the software who can provide such information. Once they are familiar with the stakeholders, the team identifies their needs and incorporate them into list of requirements of the system being built. The team might utilize use cases, and/or user stories to help them identify the requirements. On the other hand, the end user might directly hand the requirements to the development team (Petersen et al., 2009).

We use different types of requirements for different purposes. The following list identifies a few of the common types:

- General requirements are very broad and explain what the software or system must be capable of.

- Functional requirements describe a process the software must perform or a particular piece of information it must have (Dennis et al., 2010).

- Implementation requirements specify how the system must be implemented.

- Performance requirements determine the minimum acceptable performance for a system, such as response time, capacity, and reliability.
**Design and Implementation**

The design phase entails planning the architecture of the software, and how the architecture will be implemented. This stage includes writing use cases, designing UML diagrams, and configuring the inputs and outputs of each software module. Once the software blueprint is finalized, the implementation of the software begins. During implementation, the team commences with the implementation. The team performs basic unit testing before passing the software on to testing. In addition, the team will also verify that the developed software adheres to all requirements and is capable of satisfying the user and customer’s needs (Petersen et al., 2010).

**Testing**

Testing involves ensuring that the software meets all requirements, and runs as expected. In some software development processes, testing is encouraged as soon as development begins. There are many types of testing that are used to check different aspects of a system or software. The tests employed for any software project depend on the type of software being developed. The following list illustrates different types of tests:

- **Module(Unit) Testing** tests the different modules of the software. A module is any set of program statements that can be compiled independent from other modules (Li, 1990).

- **Integration Testing** involves merging and testing program modules to check that they work as a whole (Li, 1990).

- **Software Acceptance Testing** checks if users are able to accept the software and if a formal certification can be issued (Li, 1990).

- **Structural and Functional Testing** checks that architecture and functionality of the software works as expected. These may include checking for efficiency under different workloads, reliability, and security testing (Li, 1990).
• Installation Testing ensures that the software can be installed and run with no errors (Li, 1990).

**Release**

In the release stage of the SDLC, requirements and functional testing occurs. In this phase, the team checks that the users and customers are satisfied with the software and approve that the final outcome has met their requirements (Li, 1990).

**Maintenance**

The final stage of the SDLC assures that the software has a support system where errors can be reported and fixed. The team must establish a structure as to how and when the software updates occur. Furthermore, they have to arrange a form of communication between the users, customers and the team itself for any future issues with the software (Li, 1990).

The SDLC skeleton applies to many existing development processes. Although its exact application varies between each, the purpose of every stage is usually fulfilled.

**Choosing between Processes**

There is such a large variety of software process today that it could be very time consuming and difficult to pick out the best process for a particular project (Lindvall & Rus, 2000). Experts argue that there are many different factors involved in picking out the right process. Lindvall and Rus (2000) state that project goal, and available resources determine the type of process needed. On the other hand, Cockburn (2000) believes that a process is chosen by three main factors, project size, criticality of the system, and the project’s priorities. Alexander and Davis (1991) developed criteria to select the appropriate type of process needed for a particular project. These criteria involve a more mathematical approach with criteria and importance represented in matrices. Addressing and comparing these ideas provides a larger to context as to why choosing the correct process is difficult.
In the article *Process Diversity in Software Development*, the authors mention that depending on the organizational level, the project’s goals and available resources affect the process chosen. The resources being the size of the company, the number, knowledge, and experience of the people involved, and available hardware. However, they state that finding the best process for a particular scenario “is the most difficult question”. They present a set of 16 articles that provide case studies on different companies, and the software development process they employ for their development projects. These articles showcase the different experiences of those in the industry and what they have learnt through implementing software processes. Although reading these articles might assist a development team find the perfect process, it would be time consuming and may not provide enough information. Ultimately, Lindvall and Rus (2000) agree that the team in charge of the development must be aware of all that their project entails, and the variety of processes available, in order to choose the best software development process (Lindvall & Rus, 2000).

Cockburn (2000) performs a similar study where he consolidates the selection of the right software process into a methodology grid. He devises this grid through four main principles and two important factors. The principles define the importance of the criticality of the system and the size of project. The other two factors are the project priorities and the methodology designer. Cockburn mentions from experience that finding a project’s priorities is no easy task. Furthermore, he assumes that there is a designer in the team assigned to develop a methodology based on his/her experience. He creates the methodology grid to help the designer determine the size and density of the process methodology. However, in the case of a general project manager, there may not always be a methodology designer to find the best process. According to this article, there would still be a need for an expert in the matter of software development to make the final choice (Cockburn, 2000).
The last study we reviewed on software process selection provided a mathematical approach using 20 criteria. These project criteria are determined by the personnel involved in the project, the problem, the product, the resources, and the organizational factors. These criteria culminate to form a matrix of values depending on how well a process suits a project. However, in this study by Alexander and Davis, the processes being chosen are on a more general organizational level. In fact, there are only three processes specific to development that can be chosen through their layout. Their conclusion points out that further studies still need to be done to provide valid correlations between a project’s characteristics and the chosen process (Alexander & Davis, 1991).

These studies show that finding the best fit process for a software project is not a simple procedure. One must take a variety of factors taken into consideration before reaching a final decision. Through these articles, we can conclude that experience and expertise in the field software processes are needed to find the most suitable process for a given software project.

**Existing Processes**

There are many processes in the software development ecosystem. Out of those, there are three main categories: Plan-driven, Iterative, and Agile. For each of those categories we have picked out one main development process. The waterfall development process that follows the SDLC stages sequentially best illustrates the concepts of a plan-driven process. For iterative development, we chose to describe the Rational Unified Process (RUP). Finally, for Agile processes, we chose to describe SCRUM and eXtreme programming.

**Waterfall Development Process**

The waterfall development method is the simplest of all software development processes. It follows the SDLC structure exactly and in a sequential manner as seen in Figure 1-1. As in the phases of the SDLC, all the requirements are specified before design begins and design completes before
implementation. This process only allows limited changes to requirements when proceeding through other phases of SDLC.

This development strategy is generally avoided since requirements may get overlooked during long projects. The sequential phases also decrease adaptability of project, especially long term ones (Northrop, 2004, p. 40). This process has two important variations, Parallel Development and V-model. The parallel development variation was designed to reduce the time consumed for traditional waterfall development. The software being developed is broken into smaller projects which are all designed and implemented in parallel. At the end, all the subprojects are integrated with each other, tested, and then handed off to the customer. The V-model is a variation of the traditional waterfall process that implements a specific testing process. As the software development goes through its SDLC phases, tests will be written simultaneously to guarantee better quality software. However, since the V-model is sequential, it incurs all the major disadvantages of the traditional waterfall model.

**Figure 1-1 Waterfall SDLC**

This development strategy is generally avoided since requirements may get overlooked during long projects. The sequential phases also decrease adaptability of project, especially long term ones (Northrop, 2004, p. 40). This process has two important variations, Parallel Development and V-model. The parallel development variation was designed to reduce the time consumed for traditional waterfall development. The software being developed is broken into smaller projects which are all designed and implemented in parallel. At the end, all the subprojects are integrated with each other, tested, and then handed off to the customer. The V-model is a variation of the traditional waterfall process that implements a specific testing process. As the software development goes through its SDLC phases, tests will be written simultaneously to guarantee better quality software. However, since the V-model is sequential, it incurs all the major disadvantages of the traditional waterfall model.
**Rational Unified Process (RUP)**

As defined by Kruchten (1998), RUP is a software engineering process that “provides a disciplined approach to assigning tasks and responsibilities within a development organization”. Its goal is to be able to use a predictable schedule and a reasonable budget as means to create high quality software that satisfies the users (Kruchten, 1998, p.17). RUP has a process framework that can be adapted to any software project. Furthermore, RUP is heavily use-case driven; use cases provide the link between system requirements and the designing and testing portions. This process focuses on a set of software development best practices (Krutchen, 1998):

1. Develop software iteratively
2. Manage requirements
3. Use component-based architectures
4. Visually model software
5. Verify software quality
6. Control changes to software

There are three main elements in RUP:

- **Roles** - behavior and responsibilities of an individual or a group
- **Activities** - the behavior of the worker
- **Artifacts** - what the worker creates modifies or controls.

The workflow\(^1\) is what brings the three elements together. A workflow is a sequence of activities that produces a particular result. A complete RUP lifecycle is composed of workflows and iterations. The

---

\(^1\) The term workflow has been changed to discipline in the RUP process.
main workflows in RUP are organized under Core Workflows, Iteration Workflows and Workflow details.

![RUP Workflow Chart](image)

**Figure 1-2 RUP Workflow Chart (Krutchten, 1998)**

The core workflows are illustrated in Figure 1-2. As seen in the diagram, the core process workflows or the engineering workflows and the supporting workflows compose the nine RUP workflows. The words labeling vertical columns on the top represent the phases in a RUP process. Meanwhile, since RUP is an iterative process, there are a number of iterations each phase goes through. Each of these iterations consists of an iteration workflow. The iteration workflow describes each iteration of a particular phase. These can be seen in Figure 1-2 as the smaller “iter” portions labeled in the bottom. Finally, the workflow details elaborate on closely related activities, the input and output information flow, and how activities interact through artifacts (Kruchten, 1998).

**Agile Development**

Agile development is a group of programming centric processes that focuses on face-to-face communication (Dennis et al., 2010, p. 50). This form of development came about as a response to the cost associated with changing requirements over traditional software development processes. Agile is able to embrace the changing requirements while conserving the quality of the software being
developed (Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001, p.120). The backbone of agile development is derived from The Agile Manifesto (Agile Alliance, 2011):

“We are uncovering better ways of developing software by doing it and helping others do it. Through this work we have come to value:

- **Individuals and interactions** over processes and tools
- **Working software** over comprehensive documentation
- **Customer collaboration** over contract negotiation
- **Responding to change** over following a plan” (Agile Alliance, 2011)

All Agile methodologies adhere to these four main ideals. These ideals are supported by 12 main principles which can be found in Appendix A (Agile Alliance, 2011). The commonly used agile software processes include eXtreme Programming, and SCRUM.

**eXtreme Programming (XP)**

The main factors attributed to the XP development process are customer satisfaction, teamwork, communication, simplicity, feedback and courage (Dennis et al., 2010). As a consequence of customer satisfaction, this Agile process also requires business stakeholders to be in close communication with the developers. This interaction enforces the development team to better prioritize requirements and provide feedback throughout the process (Northrop, 2004, p. 40). Furthermore the team should create simple solutions, improve design incrementally, and continuously test the solution. These tasks ensure that the cost of changing the requirements stays at a minimum (Highsmith & Cockburn, 2001, p.120).

In terms of planning, XP utilizes user stories, usually created and prioritized by the customers. The customers are also in charge of creating detailed acceptance tests for each of the features suggested in the stories. Usually the team will have their first deliverable or solution ready within the
first few weeks. Each of the deliverables will be a step towards the final solution. The developers ensure that the specified requirements are met in the order they were prioritized and that the modules implemented pass the user-defined tests. The developers are also in charge of estimating the time necessary for the implementation of each feature (Martin, 2000).

**SCRUM**

Scrum is a form of Agile development that has 3 clearly defined roles: ScrumMaster, product owner, and the development team. The scrum process involves the interaction between these three roles. At the beginning of the software project, the product owner is in charge of communicating with stakeholders of the project, outlining requirements, and adding them to the *Product Backlog*. The product backlog, a document that is a part of the SCRUM process, is a list of requirements organized by priority. The requirements for the project are gathered in the form of user stories, over the course of a one to two day requirements workshop. *Release planning* must also be done in the initial phases to determine when the software should be released over the course of the project. Once the release planning is done, the *sprint planning* comes next. A *sprint* is the time period when the software is being developed. Sprint planning is done in 2 meetings that are 4 hours each. The first meeting is to determine what the product is about and the second one is to determine how to go about creating the product (Pham, 2011).

Once the planning phase is completed, the sprint work commences. A sprint lasts between one to four weeks. Every sprint involves a sprint goal, and the progress towards this goal is inspected on a daily basis during 15 minute scrum meetings within the team. No additional requirements or bugs are added to the product backlog when the sprint is in session. It is only under a few circumstances that this can happen and must be in agreement between the team and the product owner. During the sprint there are daily meetings that can last up to 30 minutes where the team will discuss what they have
accomplished towards the sprint goal. To keep track of progress, a burndown chart is generated and updated by the team during the sprint. Towards the end of every sprint, the ScrumMaster organizes a sprint review meeting for the product owner and the team. This meeting usually lasts four hours for a four week sprint and two hours for a two week sprint. The aim of the review is for the team to demonstrate to the product owners what has been done, get their feedback, and get updated changes to the product that the product owner might have (Pham, 2011).

The responsibilities of the three main roles of scrum: ScrumMaster, product owner, and the development team, can be seen in the Figure 1-3 below (Pham, 2011).
Decision Support System (DSS)

Since the main goal of our project is to help non-experts choose and implement a software development process, we created a system that is similar to what is generally known as a decision support system. A DSS is any computer-based system that combines knowledge from various sources and uses models to solve problems and make decisions (Power & Sharda, 2009; Sauter, 2010). There are many types of DSS’s, and not all of them cater to our goal of helping non-experts. This background focuses more on knowledge-driven DSSes, specifically the expert systems that help make decisions through the knowledge and skills provided by a domain expert (Chen, 2005).

The History and Definition of DSS

The quest for a decision making system started around the 1960s in MIT as a project on the development of interactive systems. By the 1970s most developers were aware of the feasibility of implementing a DSS, and some companies had even implemented interactive systems capable of modeling data. Organizations soon recognized the need for such a system for financial, strategic decision making, and even support operations. Eventually DSS’s were developed for specific organizations such as hospitals, financial institutions, and insurance companies (Power & Sharda, 2009).

The main objective behind any DSS is not to simply collect a lot of information or perform numerous analyses, but rather to collect and analyze the right type of information that would help users make informed decisions (Sauter, 2010). According to Power and Sharda (2009), a DSS is an interactive system that should be capable of employing “computer communications, data, documents, knowledge, and models to solve problems and make decisions” (p.1539). In another source, DSSes are also expected to “assist in the organization and analysis of information, and facilitate the evaluation of assumptions underlying the use of specific models” (Sauter, 2010, Ch1.1). Therefore, in some cases DSSes must also provide users with information on alternative decisions other than the chosen one (Sauter, 2010).
DSS Characteristics and Components

There are a variety of opinions as to which major characteristics constitute a DSS. The following list combines the characteristics mentioned by Power and Sharda (2009) as well as Sauter (2010):

- Facilitates the decision processes
- Should support decision making and not automate it
- Must adapt to changing needs of decision-makers
- Must access data from a variety of sources
- Consolidate lots of "data" into "information" to aid decision making

These characteristics should be taken into consideration when building any DSS. Furthermore, developers must also include the decision support needs specific to organizations that they are developing for (Power & Sharda, 2009).

A typical DSS consists of four components: user interface, data management module, model management module, and the DSS architecture. The user interface allows a DSS user to interact and communicate with the system. Some examples of what this component could display would be dialogs, menus, icons, visual representations, and so on. The data management module is in charge of storing data from any source and of any form that could be useful for decision making. The models used in the system for analyzing data and providing solutions are managed by the model management module. Finally, the DSS architecture component has to do with how the three previous components are used together but kept independent to support high levels of modularity (Stanciu, 2009).

Types of DSS - Expert Systems

Due to the large scope of industries that DSSes could support, there is naturally a variety of DSS types. Communications-driven DSS focuses on “communication, collaboration, and decision support” (Power & Sharda, 2009, p. 1542). The document-driven DSS stores and processes large amounts of data,
performs appropriate analysis, and is able retrieve the relevant documents. The *model-driven DSS* does mathematical analyses and uses models pertaining to accounting, finance, representation, and optimization. Finally, the *knowledge-driven DSS* or also called the *expert system* deals with specializing in problem solving in a particular domain (Power & Sharda, 2009).

Expert systems incorporate human reasoning, expertise, and knowledge of a domain to solve problems and provide high quality results to non-experts (Chen, 2005; Sauter, 2010). The development of expert systems arrived along with the DSS around the 1960s at a few universities. Each of these expert systems had different goals. DENDRAL developed at Stanford performed analysis of chemical compound structures. At MIT, the system MACSYMA used symbolic reasoning to solve math problems. Another system also developed at MIT had an interactive dialog. Soon, researchers and industries took interest in such a system and invested in this endeavor (Chen, 2005).

When developing an expert system, one must consider several factors and characteristics. Chen (2005) states that an expert system must possess the following characteristics:

- Solves problems that requires human expertise
- Simulates human reasoning through the knowledge provided by domain experts
- Uses Heuristics and approximation methods are employed to find the best choice
- Must justify its reasoning to users who are not experts
The expert system is also composed of a set of components. The two most critical are the *knowledge base* and the *inference engine*. The knowledge base is the information set aside by the domain experts as appropriate data for decision making. The inference engine deals with the heuristic or algorithm behind making the right choice and solving the problem. Figure 1-4 includes the other components of the expert system as well as a typical expert system architecture (Chen, 2005).

**Background Summary**

From the research we have done on software development processes and DSSes, we were able to conclude that we will need to rely on a domain expert to make software capable of conveying expert knowledge to a non-expert. Articles we reviewed on choosing between processes agreed that ultimately, research and expertise would be necessary to choose the right process for a software project. Furthermore, the processes we chose to review are only a few of the many that currently exist. From our understanding of DSSes, it is apparent that we will not be able to put together an adequate knowledge base that would support decision making on software processes. Therefore, we decided that
we would consult Professor Pollice for domain expert based information to make the Software Process Configurator possible.
Methodology

Problem Statement
Defining the problem and planning a solution was actually one of the most difficult and time-consuming parts of this project. Professor Pollice presented us with the problem that project managers and process engineers need help researching, implementing, and managing software projects. There currently is no easy way for non-experts to find the most suitable tools and information for their software project. In addition, there are many tools to choose from, and researching them all is time-consuming. When we started this project, we wanted to develop guidance software capable of helping users find the most suited software development process for their project and the relevant information necessary to implement it. We decided to call our software the Software Process Configurator (SPC). We first decided on a set of goals and requirements we hoped to achieve, which we list here.

The SPC must be capable of the following goals and requirements.

Goals
1) Create a consolidated report that recommends processes, practices, and tools appropriate for a user’s software project.
2) Provide users with the knowledge necessary to use the recommended development process.
3) Provide software process experts with a tool to edit the recommended practices and tools.

Requirements
1) Provide users with a guided experience.
2) Determine user project specifications through a guided dialog.
3) Users must be provided all the information they need to complete the guiding questions.
4) Based on user response, the SPC should recommend the best-suited software development process.
5) The SPC will recommend the necessary tools and information to implement the suggested process.
6) Domain experts should be allowed to edit the dialog and the repository of recommended tools and information.

**User Scenarios**

We devised two user scenarios to help with the designing the SPC.

*Scenario 1*

Jake is a process engineer who is assigned to a web-based project for his company. He has to create a website to help customers manage their monthly utility bills. He does not have much experience with managing a software project. He decides to consult the SPC to find the most suitable method to manage his project. He is taken through a guided set of questions and he is able to answer them easily. He is then provided with the most suitable practice to use for his project and the recommended tools and information he needs to implement that practice. He is satisfied with the final report and is able to implement the process with all the provided information.

*Scenario 2*

Jillian is an experienced program manager. She has tried different software development strategies for her different software projects over the years. She occasionally finds the need to do research on different software practices prior to the start of her project to ensure that the practice she is following is the ideal one. In addition, she also has to search for the appropriate tools and the best ones for every project she is assigned. This is usually a drawn out process and takes her a couple weeks to put all this information together to provide for her development team. When she is provided the SPC tool, she finds that she is able to scope her project within minutes. She likes that she is provided information on the most suitable development practice for her needs and a justification for that. In addition, she is also provided all the tools and necessary information for her project. She is satisfied that she was able to save time and get a consolidated set of information necessary to get started.
Project Set Up

At the beginning of the project, we selected all of the tools we would use to help organize and centralize our work. We made a TeamForge project on which we would post documents, update blogs, and keep our code repository. Following Professor Pollice’s recommendation, we also set up Mendeley accounts and joined his reuse group to keep track of our research sources. The blogs were our most important tool since they helped us keep track of any important research discoveries, meeting results, and code contributions.

We decided on the tools and languages we were going to use as we were going through the first design and implementation run. We wrote the SPC in Java, the language we were most comfortable with. We felt that it would allow us to spend more time on design and research than on learning a new language. For our asset database, we went with DB4o to store java objects directly without having to use SQL or a relational database. We developed the project using the Eclipse IDE, and kept a code repository on TeamForge. We also used the CodePro Analytix plug-in for Eclipse to analyze code coverage and keep our code clean and well commented. Once our development environment was set up we began design and implementation.

Design 1 - Visualizing Dialog as a Directed Graph

Once the problem had been defined and we began our research, we started thinking about solutions to the problem. Professor Pollice recommended we look at dialog based decision making systems such as Turbo Tax. Turbo Tax is a system that helps users file their tax returns by asking the user a series of questions. After the user has answered all of the questions, Turbo Tax presents the user with a completed tax return that provides the maximum tax refund for the user. Professor Pollice envisioned a similar system that could ask the user questions about their software project and present the most appropriate development process along with useful assets to help implement the recommended
process. With this solution in mind, we were able to begin think about the major components of the system.

**Design**

To understand the user’s project environment, we decided that we would need a dialog component. This dialog component should be in charge of issuing multiple choice questions and recording the user’s answers. The dialog should also be able to adjust the questions being asked based on the answers to previous questions. Once the answers are collected from the dialog, another component would take the users responses, select the best-matched software process, and provide the most relevant resources. This component, which we called the *configurator*, would then produce a set of results to be presented to the user. The results and resources also called the *assets* are stored in a database and are accessed when the user answers are being processed.

**Implementation**

The first approach we took was to represent the dialog as a directed graph approach. That is, each node corresponds to a question, and edges point to possible next questions. We identified three different types of nodes. The most important type of question node was the analysis node, which could make decisions about the next question to ask based on the previous answers. Initial dialog models were developed using Test Driven Development to help break the dialog system into small manageable pieces. Once the elements of a generic dialog system were familiar to us, we moved away from TDD in favor of faster results. A class diagram of our first dialog component can be found in Figure 2-1.
Design 2 - Visualizing Dialog as a Linear list

After our initial implementation, we realized we wanted the ability to change the course of the dialog based on assets that had been recommended so far. To do this however, we needed to be able to recommend assets as the dialog proceeded. In our initial design, the configurator finishes the dialog and then recommends assets. However, conserving the dialog as a directed graph while changing the function of the configurator proved to be too cumbersome. We decided upon a second design for the dialog component and decided to implement an asset manager component rather than a configurator.

Design

Dialog Manager Component

To find an easier way to manage the dialog, we looked at a linear dialog in which questions were put in a list and asked in order. To provide the same flexibility as the directed graph approach, we devised a heuristic. Each question was given a score and a threshold that must be met for the question to be asked. After the user answers a question, that answer would add points to the score of later
questions. When the later questions were reached, the dialog controller only needed to look at the
questions score and threshold to determine whether or not to ask the question. This system also made
the composition of the dialogs easier.

\textit{Asset Manager Component}
Once we were satisfied with our dialog component, we worked on a heuristic that recommends
assets based on the users responses. We give each asset a numerical score and we also give scores to
tags. A tag is simply a string that has a score attached to it, they work just like search tags for articles in
databases. Several assets may have the same tag. Once the score of a tag is increased, it increases the
chance of picking assets with that tag. Once the user is done answering the questions in the dialog, the
scores of the assets and tags are summed up and the ones with the highest scores are chosen to be
displayed.

\textit{Design 3 - Final Architecture}
Although Design 2 proved to be promising we altered the dialog component to better suit our
needs. We included the idea of assets and tags determining the next question in the dialog. We found
that it might be difficult for the dialog writer managing scores and thresholds to determine how the
questions would play out.

\textit{Dialog}
We continue to use the linear dialog; however we decided to implement two additional
concepts: recommendations and triggers. A recommendation is an action that is run when a user selects
an answer for a question in the dialog. These actions include adding points to an asset or tag score. A
trigger is an optional part of every question that adds a condition to the question. Every element of the
condition must be met before presenting the question. These condition elements could be specific user
responses from other questions, assets/tags that have already been selected for the result set, or
assets/tags with a certain score. Furthermore, the condition elements can be combined with the
Boolean operators “and”, “or”, and “not”. For example, in the trigger for question 6 in a dialog, the condition could explicitly state that answer A from question 1 must not have been chosen for question 6 to display.

Both the recommendation and trigger features take care of asset scoring and the problem of determining the next question from the dialog to display. A UML class diagram of these features can be seen in Figure 2-2. We also include a sequence diagram that demonstrates the question asking process in Figure 2-3.
Since we had the dialog and asset management structures in order, we included a way to input a dialog written by a software process expert into the SPC. We took Professor Pollice’s recommendation and chose to use XML as the form of input. We felt that XML would be an easy way to represent all the components needed to create a dialog. To turn an XML input dialog into a dialog object that is capable of being run by the SPC, we use a dialog parser. As we tried writing sample dialogs, we soon realized that dialogs quickly became too long. The recommendation and trigger dependencies also became confusing with larger dialogs. To solve this problem, we introduced the concept of subdialogs. These subdialogs would also help the dialog writer focus on smaller tasks and break down the decision making process into smaller, more manageable pieces. We allowed the triggers that are applied to questions to also be used with a subdialog, where the conditions in it are checked before asking the questions in the subdialog. To manage the order in which these subdialogs were presented we decided that there must be an “index” file to specify the order.
Sample Dialog Structure
The sample dialog structure below shows how a larger requirements dialog can be split up into smaller subdialogs that deal with fewer triggers and recommendations. For a more explicit tutorial on how to write the dialog in XML, refer to Appendix C.

Subdialog A - Finds out who is in charge of the requirements and if they already have been determined.

*Recommends either:* “Tag: Client determines requirements”, “Tag: Team determines requirements”, “Tag: Have requirements”, or “Tag: Find requirements”

Subdialog B - Helps user find the appropriate requirements type.

*Triggers:* (“Tag: Find requirements”), (“Client determines requirements” and “Team determines requirements”), or (Answer a in question 5 of Subdialog A)


Subdialog C - Helps user find format appropriate for requirements type.

*Triggers:* (“Tag: Client determines requirements” or “Tag: Team determines requirements”), or (“Asset: Use cases”, “Asset: User Scenarios”, “Asset: SRS”),

Not (“Answer c in question 2 of Subdialog B”)

We also created a very simple GUI (Figure 2-4) that navigates the questions in the dialog and records the user responses. Once the user completes the dialog, the console displays the set of most suited assets and/or tags.
Results

Through the SPC we showed that a guided dialog written by an expert can be used to understand a user’s software project environment. We also ensured that the dialog was dynamic and that it was not just a linear set of questions. The dialog writer/domain expert is also given the flexibility to write and configure the dialog such that the users of the SPC are presented with the most relevant questions to their situation. Finally, we also provide dialog writers the ability to provide a heuristic for assets that the dialog is configured to pick out as a user is answering the questions in the dialog. Additionally, non-experts such as process engineers can be guided through the expert knowledge base easily to find the most relevant information on software development for their scenario.

Currently, our user interface is very simple and is capable of traversing the questions in the dialog. The console displays the list of best matched assets once the user is done with the dialog. Also, our dialog input method is specifically in XML. Although ideally we would have liked to include a method to input assets into the SPC, our advisor mentioned that it was out of scope and that it would consume too much of the time allotted for this project. We will discuss specific areas of the SPC that can be improved later, in the Future Work section.

Our advisor, Professor Pollice, was satisfied that we were able to devise a proof of concept that knowledge and information provided by experts can be reused through the SPC. Our work through design and implementation of our different dialog and asset models made us reach a flexible strategy for this concept. We also discovered that as we were creating our SPC, we were creating an interface that anybody with a decision making strategy could use. For example, we created a dialog called “Where should I eat?” which asks a user a series simple of questions about hunger, thirst, and where they are located. The result page provides the user with the information on where they could go and how they could get there. The XML dialog for this can be found in Appendix D. This flexibility would provide future
developers who want to use the SPC framework, with the ability to customize it for any decision making process.
**Future work**

The SPC is open to a lot of work in terms of testing its functionality in real life scenarios. The categories below explain the aspects of SPC that we think could be improved or used for future work.

**Dealing with Dialog Errors**

We are not testing any of the XML dialog written by a domain expert. If the SPC were to be applied in a real life scenario, the dialog should be checked for dead ends, paths which don’t recommend assets and questions that are never asked.

In addition to logic based errors, there could also be syntactical errors in the XML provided by the dialog expert. One such example is misspelled tags, those are usually ignored, and the dialog expert is never notified of it. The SPC could use an extensive amount of error checking for bad input. We assume that the XML Dialogs that are provided by the domain expert are in the perfect form. This leads to the next idea of changing input methods for the dialog.

**Future Forms of Dialog Inputs**

Writing dialogs in XML may not be the most aesthetic or most natural way for human experts. An easier to view dialog editor interface would help domain experts to worry less about the XML syntax and focus better on the dialog structure.

**Asset Database Editor**

We do not have a user interface for input of assets into the SPC. Ideally, when a domain expert is writing the dialog, they will also be supplying the assets for the database since they are specifically writing the dialog to choose between the assets in their domain.
Results Templates

As of now, the Results are displayed in the console in text form. Only the title of the asset or tag is actually being displayed. The quality of the results being produced by the SPC could be increased if the result set was required to follow a template written by the dialog author. For example, we would like the asset describing the most suitable process to be a mandatory asset displayed on the results template. The template could indicate which tags need to be covered and how many assets are needed for each particular area. For example, the dialog writer could specify that they would like 2 highest ranked assets with tag x, and then the highest scoring asset with tag y on the template. This would allow the results to be displayed in an order that makes sense to the user as opposed to just a list that may or may not be sorted by order of score.

The template could also be editable by the dialog itself. This would allow the dialog to change the number or type of assets that are recommended based on the user’s answers. For example, the standard template may ask for 1 asset on writing user stories, but if the user indicates that they have no experience with user stories, the dialog writer may want to change that and give them 2 or 3 assets.

Asset Categorization

Currently all assets are not categorized by what kind of resource they are. A book is the same as a website which is the same as a tool. If assets were given types, even more strategies could be made in terms of recommending assets, and templates may be configured to display one resource of “book” type or “tool” type. This could be done already by an ambitious dialog writer by adding tags like “book” or “article” to Assets.
Complex Recommendations
Recommendations are all simple statements. They are able to add points to any asset or tag.

Dialog writers may want the flexibility to pick and choose assets, for example, they may only want to choose assets that are tagged $y$ and are not tagged for $z$. If the same Boolean logic system that triggers use was applied to recommendations, dialog authors could write much more specific recommendations.

Testing for Proper Results
Any dialog composed by a domain expert should be tested using a real life scenario to see if appropriate results are being reached. The domain expert can outline a scenario and give his or her opinion on what decision should be made in that scenario. This scenario can then be run through the SPC to see if the resulting assets come close to the decision that the domain expert makes.

There are many potential uses for the SPC and many improvements to be made for use in real life scenarios. However, the SPC framework should provide an adequate starting point for decision making software that requires knowledge bases from domain experts.
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Appendix A – Twelve Principles of Agile

These are the twelve principles as defined on the agile alliance website (Agile Alliance, 2011):

- Our highest priority is to satisfy the customer through early and continuous delivery of valuable software.
- Welcome changing requirements, even late in development. Agile processes harness change for the customer's competitive advantage.
- Deliver working software frequently, from a couple of weeks to a couple of months, with a preference to the shorter timescale.
- Business people and developers must work together daily throughout the project.
- Build projects around motivated individuals. Give them the environment and support they need, and trust them to get the job done.
- The most efficient and effective method of conveying information to and within a development team is face-to-face conversation.
- Working software is the primary measure of progress. Agile processes promote sustainable development. The sponsors, developers, and users should be able to maintain a constant pace indefinitely.
- Continuous attention to technical excellence and good design enhances agility.
- Simplicity—the art of maximizing the amount of work not done—is essential.
- The best architectures, requirements, and designs emerge from self-organizing teams.
- At regular intervals, the team reflects on how to become more effective, then tunes and adjusts its behavior accordingly.
Appendix B – How the code works – Developers Guide

Overview
The goal of the SPC is to store a set of Assets that may or may not be useful to a user, and rank those Assets according to usefulness based on the user’s responses to a set of questions. To do this, we need an Asset database along with a way to modify its contents, and a way to write and administer questions to the user. We also need some method of scoring assets as answers are provided by the user, and a way to return these results to the user.

The Asset Database
The SPC uses db4o, an object database, to store Assets, and Tags. An Asset is really anything that could be recommended by a domain expert to user. It could be anything from a website to a book to a software tool. The Asset object in the SPC holds a pointer to its content, as well as a numeric score, and a list of Tags. The score represents how useful the Asset is to the user, and is updated by the SPC as the user answers questions. A Tag is simply a string and a numeric score. A Tag’s score can also be updated by SPC. Tags are useful because the same Tag can be given to multiple Assets, allowing all of those Assets to receive a score increase as opposed to having to increase the score of each Asset individually. We could have chosen to not store a score for each Tag and instead just update the Asset’s score when a Tag match occurs, but keeping a separate score for the Asset as well as all of its tags allows for more flexible strategies for selecting the best Assets in the end. One strategy may consider the Asset’s score more strongly than its Tag’s scores, while another may look only at an Asset’s Tag’s scores.

The Dialog
At the center of the SPC is the Dialog package. This package holds all of the classes that collectively make up a Dialog for the SPC. The Dialog class itself if a singleton, since we will only be dealing with one Dialog at a time for the foreseeable future. This also allows us to make static calls to the Dialog class, and gives quick and easy access to the same single Dialog object anywhere in the code.
The Dialog class is also responsible for maintaining progress through itself. That is, it is responsible for knowing which question the user is on, and is able to select the next appropriate question based on the user’s responses so far.

The Dialog package also includes the SubDialog, Question and Answer classes. This section will also cover the Recommendation class even though it is in the asset package because it is an important part of a Dialog. The Dialog class has a list of SubDialog, while the SubDialog class has a list of Question, the Question class a list of Answer, and the Answer class a list of Recommendation. By giving the Dialog writer the ability to write multiple SubDialogs as opposed to one large Dialog, we encourage small, focused SubDialogs, which will hopefully yield a more organized Dialog as a whole. The SubDialog class is also important because it gives the SPC the ability to skip over entire groups of questions that may not be relevant based on a user’s answers. How this works will be covered more in the trigger part of this section.

Question’s and Answer’s are exactly what they appear to be. For each Question created, there is a list of possible Answers to the Question. For the time, SPC Dialogs are limited to asking multiple choice type questions. An important thing to notice about the Answer class is that an Answer knows how to select itself. That is, when the user chooses an Answer, that Answer object is responsible for marking itself as selected, and running all of its Recommendations.

A Recommendation represents a change to the results of the SPC. A Recommendation is really an interface, and is implemented by WeightedRecommendation and Asset. If an Asset is recommended, it is simply added to the results list. If a WeightedRecommendation is made, the WeightedObject in the WeightedRecommendation (either an Asset or a Tag) is incremented by a specified amount. Each Recommendation knows how to apply itself, and also how undo itself. So, when an Answer is selected, it
runs all of its Recommendations immediately. An Answer also knows how to deselect itself, in which the Answer undoes all of its Recommendations.

**Inputs**

The SPC takes Dialog input from a domain expert in the form of XML files. This input type gives the writer total control over the Dialog. The writer may also choose to take advantage of XML editing tools to make writing the Dialog easier.

The SPC is built to handle other, possibly more glamorous forms of input that may be developed in the future. Any input type could be supported, so long as it can parse its input into the Dialog objects that the SPC uses.

**The Trigger System**

The Trigger system for the SPC allows irrelevant questions to be skipped over based on information that has already been provided by the user. Questions and SubDialogs have Triggers, and may be deemed irrelevant and skipped if a previous question was answered a certain way, a certain asset has already been selected, a certain asset or tag has already reached a certain weight, or any combination of these.

The trigger system uses principles from Boolean logic to combine different types of conditions. Conditions may be combined using nested AND, OR, and NOT statements to create any condition desired regardless of how complex.

When an Answer is selected by the user, the Dialog class finds the next appropriate Question to ask. It does this by looking at the Triggers of the next Questions in line. If the Trigger for the following Question is not met, it is skipped, and the Question after that is considered. This process continues until a Trigger is met or until a Question without a Trigger is reached.
Appendix C – XML Dialog Tutorial

A Dialog for the SPC consists of one index file and one or more SubDialog files. The SPC can create a single dialog from multiple xml files by reading the index file and merging all of the SubDialog files. This document will explain how to write an index file, SubDialog files, and how to take advantage of Triggers and Recommendations. This tutorial assumes familiarity with XML syntax.

Index file

The index file simply lists all of the SubDialogs that should be included in the Dialog. Here is an example of an index file that lists two SubDialog files.

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<Dialog>
    <SubDialog name="setupSubDialog"></SubDialog>
    <SubDialog name="requirementsTypeSubDialog"></SubDialog>
</Dialog>
```

SubDialog Basics

Every SubDialog follows the following structure:

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SubDialog title="SubDialogName">
    <Question id="1" questionStatement="Question 1 here?">
    </Question>
    <Question id="2" questionStatement="Question 2 here?">
    </Question>
</SubDialog>
```

The <SubDialog> tag indicates the beginning and end of the SubDialog. The SubDialog tag has one attribute, which is the title.

Each SubDialog contains questions. Add a Question using the <Question> tag. The Question tag has two attributes, the id, which corresponds to the questions placement in the SubDialog, and the questionStatement, which is the Question itself.

Every Question can contain multiple Answers. A Question with Answers looks like this...

```xml
<Question id="3" questionStatement="What kind of meal do you want?">
    <Answer text="answer 1"></Answer>
    <Answer text="answer 2"></Answer>
    <Answer text="answer 2"></Answer>
</Question>
```
**Recommendations**

Every Answer may contain one or more Recommendations. Recommendations are actions that are run when a certain Answer is selected. A Recommendation may add points to a Tag or Asset directly, or recommend an Asset without adding points to it. An Answer with Recommendations looks like this:

```xml
<Answer text="Yes">
  <Recommendation type="tag" name="t1" weight="5"></Recommendation>
  <Recommendation type="asset" name="a1" weight="3"></Recommendation>
</Answer>
```

An answer with an Asset Recommendation without a weight looks like this...

```xml
<Answer text="Yes">
  <Recommendation type="asset" name="a1"></Recommendation>
</Answer>
```

This type of Recommendation automatically adds the Asset to the list of results instead of adding points to it, which may or may not lead to the Asset being recommended.

**Triggers**

Questions may also contain a Trigger. A trigger is a condition that must be met in order for the question to be asked. One type of trigger is called an answer Trigger. An answer Trigger is met when the Answer in the Trigger has been selected by the user in one of the previous Questions. A Question with an answer Trigger looks like this:

```xml
<Question id="3" questionStatement="What kind of meal do you want?">
  <Answer text="answer 1"></Answer>
  <Answer text="answer 2"></Answer>
  <Answer text="answer 2"></Answer>
  <Trigger>
    <question question="1" answer="2"></question>
  </Trigger>
</Question>
```

The Trigger must be given the Question id and the Answer number of the answer that the condition relies on. An answer Trigger can also reference answers in other SubDialogs by including the name of the other SubDialog. This kind of Trigger looks like this...

```xml
<Trigger>
  <question references="name" question="1" answer="2"></question>
</Trigger>
```

An additional type of Trigger is an asset Trigger. This kind of Trigger is met if the Asset given has already been selected for the user. This type of Trigger looks like this:

```xml
<Trigger>
  <asset name="asset name"></asset>
</Trigger>
```
Weighted Triggers are Triggers that are met if the specified Asset or Tag has reached a given weight. These Triggers look like this:

```xml
<Trigger>
  <asset name="City bar guide" weight="2"></asset>
</Trigger>
```

In addition to these Triggers, you can also use common expressions from boolean logic like and, or, and not. A not Trigger is simply any Trigger surrounded by <not> tags. A not Trigger looks like this...

```xml
<Trigger>
  <not>
    <question question="3" answer="1"></question>
  </not>
</Trigger>
```

And Triggers and or Triggers can contain multiple Triggers. These Triggers look like this...

```xml
<Trigger>
  <and>
    <question question="3" answer="4"></question>
    <question question="4" answer="2"></question>
  </and>
</Trigger>
```

This and Trigger will be triggered if question 3 answer 4 has been selected AND question 4 answer 2 has been selected.

```xml
<Trigger>
  <or>
    <question question="5" answer="2"></question>
    <question question="4" answer="2"></question>
  </or>
</Trigger>
```

This OrTrigger will be triggered if question 5 answer 2 has been selected OR question 4 answer 2 has been selected.

You may nest these boolean expressions to make more complex Triggers like...

```xml
<Trigger>
  <and>
    <or>
      <question question="5" answer="2"></question>
      <question question="4" answer="2"></question>
    </or>
    <not>
      <question question="4" answer="1"></question>
    </not>
  </and>
</Trigger>
```
Triggers can also be applied to SubDialogs. To apply a trigger to a SubDialog, simply add the Trigger clause to the SubDialog like this...

```xml
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SubDialog title="testSubDialog2">
    <Trigger>
        <asset name="a1"/>
    </Trigger>

    <Question id="1" questionStatement="q1">
        <Answer text="a1"/>
        <Answer text="a2"/>
    </Question>
</SubDialog>
```
Appendix D – “Where should I eat?” Test Dialog

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>
<SubDialog title="testSubDialog">

  <Question id="1" questionStatement="Are you hungry or thirsty?">
    <Answer text="Hungry" asset="t1" weight="2"></Answer>
    <Answer text="Thirsty"></Answer>
  </Question>

  <Question id="2" questionStatement="Are you 21+">
    <Answer text="Yes">
      <Recommendation type="tag" name="21+" weight="5"></Recommendation>
      <Recommendation type="asset" name="City bar guide" weight="3.0"></Recommendation>
    </Answer>
    <Answer text="No"></Answer>
  </Question>

  <Trigger>
    <question question="1" answer="2"></question>
  </Trigger>

  <Question id="3" questionStatement="What kind of meal do you want?">
    <Answer text="A quick snack"></Answer>
    <Answer text="Fast food"></Answer>
    <Answer text="Casual lunch"></Answer>
    <Answer text="Formal dinner"></Answer>
    <Trigger>
      <asset name="City bar guide"></asset>
    </Trigger>
  </Question>

  <Question id="4" questionStatement="Do you have transportation?">
    <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
    <Answer text="No"></Answer>
    <Trigger>
      <not>
        <question question="3" answer="1"></question>
      </not>
    </Trigger>
  </Question>

  <Question id="5" questionStatement="Would you like to hire a limousine for the evening?">
    <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
    <Answer text="No"></Answer>
    <Trigger>
      <and>
        <question question="3" answer="4"></question>
        <question question="4" answer="2"></question>
      </and>
    </Trigger>
  </Question>
</SubDialog>
<Question id="6" questionStatement="Are you familiar with the local establishments?">
  <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
  <Answer text="No">
    <Recommendation type="asset" name="City bar guide" weight="2.0"></Recommendation>
  </Answer>
</Question>

<Question id="7" questionStatement="Random question?">
  <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
  <Answer text="No"></Answer>
</Question>

<Question id="8" questionStatement="Question asked only if '21+' tag is > 2">
  <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
  <Answer text="No"></Answer>
  <Trigger>
    <tag name="21+" weight="2"></tag>
  </Trigger>
</Question>

<Question id="8" questionStatement="Question asked only if 'City bar guide' asset is > 2">
  <Answer text="Yes"></Answer>
  <Answer text="No"></Answer>
  <Trigger>
    <asset name="City bar guide" weight="2"></asset>
  </Trigger>
</Question>